
No Product Description Short Description UOM

1 Wooden tool set Wooden tool set containing wooden nuts and bolts, a wooden mallet  and saw, packed 
in a cardboard box. EA

2 Dominoes Dominoes, plastic, standard 'double six' set comprising of 28 pieces (size 4x2cm). The 
dots on the dominoes to be color-coordinated. Packed in a durable cardboard box. EA

3 Wooden checker set Checkerboard set, made of beech/birch wood and is perfectly finished by hands. Size : 
closed wooden box: 400 x 200 x 40 mm. 40 playing pieces made of wood. EA

4 Skipping Rope, polyester, 4 
metres length. Set of 4

Made of soft polyester threads, 4 m rope with 2 polyvinyl handles, to allow jumping with 
several people and thus promote a fun group activity. Assorted colours. Set of 4. EA

5 Baby tabletop wooden 
football table.

18 different players in 2 teams (different color). The playing field has 6 lines with 3 
players each. Each team has 3 transverse levers to play with. There is a goal at each 
end to strain the ball and two manual markers. Includes minimum  2 balls.
Table Size : Approximately L60 x W30 x H20cm.
Player size : Approx 6.5x2cm

EA

6 Triangle 1 piece, triangle with stick EA

7 Maracas 1 pair wooden maracas EA

8 Play Parachute

Play parachute, approximately 3.65meter/12 feet play parachute with 12 handles, 
constructed from heavy-duty nylon. At least 4 different high contrast colors to be used. 
Play parachute is folded and packed in a storage bag and the carrying bag must have a 
handle sewn on the side to enable it to be carried around and is sealed with a draw 
string.

EA



9 Paint watercolour set,12 
colours & brush

Paint box, for school use, watercolour, non toxic; set of 12 different coloured paints (30 
mm diameter disks, or tablet format) and one brush. Strong box with hinged lid, in metal, 
plastic or a combination of both. Lid must have indentations for mixing the paint.

EA

10 Tactile balls, set of 4 balls 
with a tactile surface 

4 tactile balls with different colors. Made of tough, long lasting materials. Size : 
Approximately 4'' in diameter EA
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